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The Management Research Program Is a joint activity of the Graduate School of
Administration and the Public Policy Research Organization, University of California,
Irvine. Its mission is to foster the Initiation, conduct-and utilization of research on
Management Issues and Vroblems in organizations of all typesbusiness, government,
education, health and others.

The" Management Research Progrlm's role is similar to.,that of other university
research organizations which' assist 'professionals in fields such as engineering,,
agriculture' and medicine. It is in a unique position to assist managers by providing'
intellectual support through its research, through conducting multi-client studies on
issues of joint interest, and through sharing tioe expertise of its affiliated faculty and staff.

The Management Research Program draws its faculty researchers from the Graduate
School'of Administration. The ,faculty research interests and expertise cover areas such
as management\ science and operatiOns research, organizational behavior and
development, managerial accounting and finance, labor relations and personnel,
managemennformttion and control systems, business strategy and policy,. and public
policy-making and implementation.

For fueher information, please write:

Maoagement.Research Program
ROOM 611, Administration Building

University of California
Irvine, CA 92717

744/833.7117
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CAMELOT REVIWCD:
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION EDUCATIOTIN A GENERIC SCHOOL

INTRODUCTION

The concept of administration as a generic process, applicable egLia.11V

to the business anci public sectors, first received concrete expression ,n

the fifties with the.creation of the School of Business and public Admini-

stration and the Administrative Science Quarterly (ASQ) at Cornell Unive--

sity.1 Surprisingly, it continues to have great appeal today, despite th2

lack of any systematic empirical research that verifies the fundament,1

proposition of the concept. Simply put, this proposition is that the-2

are'substantial commonalities in adnilhistrative.-processes among instrtJ-

tional settings, and that these commonalities are more signific than

the differences.

This proposition derived from a common perception, .especiallyamol;

academic disciplines (rather than among professional _schools involyoh

IV=

administrative education); that,then emerging concepts of human relations,

communications, operations research, statistical decision theory, and

havioral science were as applicable to- a hospital as to a bank, to a dc-

partment store as to a governmental bureau.-'-As evidence for this rercep-

tion, the advocates of generic administration cited the continuous move-
,

ment of managerial personnel from business to government and vice versa,

and the remarkable- success. of management consulting firms working in the

multiple fields of businesse gornment, education, healt nd the mill-

tary.
4,

These perceptions form the basis for past and current advocacy of

the generic approach to education for administration. The generic moth/

is based upon a related set of tenets about professional careers, the state



of knowledge about administrAioA, the transferability of administratio

tools and techniques, and the suitability of a single academic. vehicle' fort

cjeli/pring knowledge and skills. The model starts with thetobseryation thy'.

administrators in business and government (or health and education, etc.')
.

have shifted increasingly from one, sector to another during their prof(,,-

sional careers. It is reinforced by the prception in academic circl

that,there exists a body of knowledge abdut management and organizati,nc

and_a set of tools and techniques that are common to the business,an,i

government sectors. Therefore, knowledge and skills can be packaged
I

delivered through a single academic vehicle that will. epare students

functi2n in ',either business or government. Anl,' becd,se they empha.,

the commonalities, such generic schools will be "efficient" "vehicles,;

education in business and public management.2

The generic model for administrative education is intitivel,y appe3

r

ing.. Jor faculty, it expresses a belief in the possibility of ievelool is

an admin-istrative science and a conviction that progress is, being ma'?

4

and -continue.3 Thos, administratTon is.elevated'above. other profo--

sionaf fields by virtue of its prospects fdr becoming a science in itsow,

right and therebygainin-g sVnding and respect for its Throfessori" with r

the university. For university administrators, it allows innovatiorraqi,

'economy.'!Narge, established universities can achieve modest econor4e1

along with an image of being innovative, by converting their business 4,ri

public adm-inistration schools to "management 'schools'. Smaller, new r

universities C8 still aspire to,,and maintain the image of, "cultiver-
,

/sity;",wth. a small, i=ndependent, generic factIlty or a jointly-apointcd

i!) the Tcial. sciences and applied mathematics. For students, t

genericmodel Wovides apparent maxi mum flexibility for career development-,

L

,
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1. choice, and mobility, 'h t only in their initial jobs but throughout tho

professymal life.

Given the intuitive appeal of the generic model, one' might havg exppc-

ted substantial grOwth the number of schbolS' of adKinistration. Ye`,

the absolute number of public administration programs in generic school-,

is a small proportion (10-15 perceht) of 411 public ld-,inistration

grams.4" Moreover, the generic model itself has taken several differeh'

forms of expression:

The schools of administration: 'genj:c fro-

inception; explicitly committed to the 3eor'c'

in their self-concept and advartising; offer a single

master's degree in "administration"; IllutraNtby

U.C Irvine, U.C. Riverside,,Willamette and, to some

extent, YalQ.

2. ',The combined schools of business and public adminir'

stration: combined from inception, or subsequently;

committed to_a common ore, but emphasize the insti-

tutional sectors; offer separate, degrees for the

business and public sectors; illustrated-by Cornell,

00 State, University of Arizona, University,o,

'Alaska, and Univer&itl, -MOssour,i,*Kansis City

. - .

3. The'mAagement schools: essentially busines. school,,;

committed' to the kOtion tha4 public management is an.,

,

extension of sound business; offer a -public management.,

option within t4. MBA or MM degrees; illustrated,by,

Stanford, UCLA, and Northwestern.

'4
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This diversity among the relatively small number of generic school-c,

makes it difficult to assess the generic concept or the practical prohles

Of implementing the concept. NeJertheless, decisions to establish 'goner-I,:

schools or to convert existing independent programs to
.

generic school,
..;

, .

should be made with consideration of -both the conceptual and practical

problems inherent in suchscbools. Consequently, we decided to focus

examining the most generic schools- -the schools of administration. They

provide an excellent base for assessing the generic ideal; they provide- ,

basis for developing insights into the conceptual and 'practical problt
4

of t)ie combined schools andthe management school-t, and, they have be',

\
discussed and written about sufficiently to provide hoth a tneoretical
t

4
.-

Teriment'al
record useful to an assessment. loreover, we know agrc;-

deal about them, having eighteen year's of collective experiencein a Tcho

of administration.

ASSESSMENT OF THE TENETS OfI.THE '1WEL

In oRier to conduct our assessment, we isolated oloht tAlets of

generic model for administrative- education.. We drew these tenets from '

early aivocates and -developers of the idea, such as 'James D. Jbomps0-.

EdWard Litchfield,, and jvan Hinderaker. Each tenet is discussed nex'.
1 ( --

1. There are significant phenomena and problems common to the many

fields'of administration. At some level, it is clear that there a're a .

of general ma,nagerilie t unctions common to business and public

tionmwhether these f tions are summarized by Gulick's acronym POSDUTP"),

or, any of, a half dozen other:such lists. But: it is equally clear that
7

these functions, which bear identical labels, take on different meanir.is

in public and private settings. This fact is attested to not only by th,,

8



nearly,undliMous conclusions Of individuals who have beri general managers

in both business and government, but also by the growing number of enpiri-

(
cal case studies of what managers do.5 Moreover, although limited', the

literature comparing public and private organizations provides 'additionJi

support for this conclusion:6 In fict, the evidence,hos' peen viewed as ,,

sufficiently compelli,hg by some scholars. and -administrators to conclude

that public and private management are commoonly in their unimportar',

respects.?

The most compelling argument for the conclusion that\ the diNerenc

are more important than the ,similarities, and the fattor underlying Md'V

4,

of the public-private .di'stinctionS, is a fundamental constitut4ional

ence. Fora example, Allison notes that "the geneal management functio-c

concentrated in the CEO of a private business are, by constitutional des6n.

spread' .in the public sector among a number of competing institutions a

thus-frhared bya number of
.

individuals whose ambitions are set against e
-4(

another."8 There is also, a difference in the functional role of busine

and government in society. Not only is government set up to do things

which business cannot do, or will .not do, but government also is a -rut

maker for business which frequently brings the two institutions into funTh-.
'

mental conflict.9

2. A body of knowledge and set of tools and techniques exists that

is common to the fields of administration. ,Beginniflg with the assumptiuk

that there ar0 phenomena and problems common -to the fields of administrd-

/
tion, it seems reasonable to apply the knowledge 'andtethniques derivc,i

'
from an understanding of these phenomena -and problems to the management of

organizations in a variety of contexts.

tr/
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The f)ersuasiveness.of this reasoning "dimintshes when one realizes the

limited applicability of much of the administrative sciences to management

practice. In a critique of the artificiality of much adTinistrative

se rCh, Mintzberg notes:

Organizations intermingle a great many,elements in

their functiOning. Researchers who ftpus on i-mo

vatiables St%.d4ime--who lcatch what someone has

called the economists' plague": holding all o4ther,

things constant--seem to ,cloud issues almost aS
often as clarify piem,...We shall never have cldsure
so long as we pretenb that other thin can be.heldw

constant. We liye in a world of dynamic systems. 10

(S.

)
.

Furthermore, the predominant body of that does -exist abo,
. .

. .

,idminiStration tends *to be-derived from research about, and oriented 't,:(-- .

words, the instrumental needs of the business sector, and its, value se-,

and not.. the instrume4ntl needs of the ;iublic sector, and its value se'.

e

Consequently, the researl that is frequently presented as generic %ri

textbooks on ,organization and management inherently. is knowledge -!zh

business administration rather than about bUsiness and _public- admi ;qtr, -

tion, or abmt administration pr se.11

'Given these problems and difficulties with' research, it is not sur-

prising that the "core curriculum" bi- "basic requirements" are incon

tentvacross the schools that we have defined to he generic. Among

eight gener'iC schools shown in Table 1, there is a total of 30 differe

courses compr4sing the common core or basic reTliremnts f9r a- maste-r

degree. There is also Zftsiderable variety regarding the number of courses

comprising, the common care, with as few asfive at Cornell and as many d

eighteen :at Willamette. There is Substaptial -agreement .among the, eigio,

schools only with regard to eight courses: quantitatie methods, stat(istic,

m1Groeconomics, macroeconomics, managerial acr;'punting, ianageriail'financc:

micro-organation theory and macro-organization theory. Generally, there

10

V
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is somewhat greater agreement on the common' core ardong the schools, whir;
. -,.

,

started out ,as .generic than there is between theSe and the schools which
4.-. 4 7

. i

started At as business school's-and converted to the generic.. To .i 1 lustra' 0

Ph

the extreme, Stanford University defines the public adtinistration core

the business adminis on care plus two .additional courses on "publi;.,

sector economics" and the pol, ical process ..12

,

NSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]

Table Lreflects,a substantial amount of disagreement about the ce';-

Tonality of administrative tools and techniques. Some skill based course

such as perSonnel, operatidls research, interpersonal dynamics, and marke'

ing, are required core cowrses at no more than three° of the' - eight schools.

Even those tool courses about which there is more substanti'a consensus,

like acCbunting and finance, are commonly viewed quite differently 1-))/

1

their respective practitioiiers in government and business.

3. Many administrators fill work in some combination of.businov,4govern-

ment and educational sectors during their careers and they can be educate

simultaneously to perform in each of these institutional sectors. This

tenet of the generic,podel grew put of an dptigistic view of future organ. -

zatdonal mobility that developed in t,he late 1950s and. early 1960s. '\';

Edward Litchfield wrote in the 4essay marking the inauguratipn of the

"The constant movement of executive personnel from business Co governmeni-,

from the military forces into large business, from both government, dfci

business into, education is emphatic testimony supporting our conviction

tnat. k.nowledges and-skills are transferable from field to kaeld to fie! !

0

because of
,fs

self."13,

an essential universality, in the administrative process i'JW
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TABLE 2. COMPARI$ON OF THE CORE CURRICULUM,IN ILLUSTRATIVE GENERIC SCHOOLS'

CORE!BASIC REQUIREMENTS GENERIC SCHOOLS

7 ..

UC uT.

UC Wiliam- River- late CorgelP3 North- _cs (tan-

Irvine ette4 sioe western r,,. .e_ --,ro

*
Quantitative Methods for Administration X X X X X Y

Statistics for Administration e X X Y. .f. X

/qicroeconomics X . X X * )

Macroeconomics X Y Y X X

Accounting information for ManageMent X X Y Y. X
---4

Managerial finance X X X Y Y

ro-Organization theories and models X X
. 4Y

YNC -Organization theories and models X X t X Y- X

Interpersonal dynamics X X Y
,-, ,

Human resources and labor relations X x

4orkshot in*admin. blem solving _4
Y )

.

Institutional arena I u ss, -Public, .X Y Y

health education'2 . 1

ii

Computer labirntro. to computing
4-

MarketYng management, /
Doewtions and production management

OperaNions research,

Budget and control systems

Ys x

Organizations and their environments X

organ,zational design X

Government

Legal prfocesses X

Busin ss, governmeA and society ;%/, X

analysts for management

.Intro. to management information systems

.ausiness finance

//. Business policy

Ruolicfsector ecbnomict

The polYt'ical procesif

Data analysi'S

X

SYY

4The for tnis table are drawn.from the offciai brochures '0- c` the schools for

2Usua focus on ehe policy-making process, policy analysis, and substantive policy issues in ti,s,ncs s,

govE health, education cr ctner Insttutional arenas.

AI
3Cornell officially defines Orly five courses in the common co&,45ux, actually has seven dowxsn'
(macro-organization theories and mod is and an institutional arena policy course) are additiond

requirements of the business and pubic admviistration curricula. In Aft'ion, the busyness cun-f.;'um,

. , fur;.he basic requirements indicated by the asterisks above. .

4Some of he courses listed here are one 6redit.quarter."courses.

'1
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This assertion of almost constant novement of'eveutive nersonn,,1

,across the.busidness and .public sectcirs does riot appear to have been burr'
- %

out by the experience of the las,t: two decades. For example, the Presi-
,

dent's Reorganization, -Project indicated that- the federal government lid

been a relatively stati organization in terms Of later4r personnel mov2-.

n'ent between executive-ageneiO. 14 And the mobility.that* occurs does not.

reflect widespread opportunities for manaoers,to move easly fromione Sec-

tor,to another. Admittedly, businessmen move to the,federal government,

but such entry is ordinarily confined to the uppff echelons of the federal

service, which comprise something less than& seven 'thOusanreMployee.-)

Even at this level* many of the people moving in.and out of government

trained in the legal, rather than the administrative or management,pvfe,,-

sion., The relateely minor volume of movement. that 'occurs. at other leveh

in-fhe federal service, as Derek Bok indicates, is confined generally t-o

specialists, that is, lawyers in the Justice Department, physicians in th-

Public Health Service, and engineers in the Department of Transportation.''

Even if significant numbers of general managers did move across instil:

tutional boundaries, it does not necessarily follow that the generic cur-

riculumvou)d be of any significant value to a manager making the mo.!,

; .

across sectorn40-First, managers are usually recruited from business. t,,,,

../ . ..

government because of their demonstrated values and accomplishments in thi2'

,business sector -(Or vice verga). Thus,Thusiness managers enter government
) .

to "bring the business perspective" or, to "make it more bAineslike".

not to transform it according to some general principles of Managemen.

Second, since many managers will not shift the locus of their careers f),--

many years fd(rfowing. their, completion of. formal education, a question

1P.
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arises aboUt the practical 4inkage between the generic educational preparal

tion and its subseguent*tpplication.

4. Decisions about the ,allocation of faculty resources are based o.

programmatic integrity'of-both the core and thejainstitutional area.
4

. .

Whereas the previous three tenets Aealt with- the generic 5chool.concep-,

this tenet and thole which follow 'deal with implemental oh of the concerto,.

This.tenet is basedion the notion that the generic .s I should refle,t

both the institutional Sectors as well as the common core.17 This bread*il
ti

was Considered critical to meeting the credibility 1-equirements of exis

profesibriql clientele (e.g.",-practitier community, accreditation boar-J,,,
, . -

business and' government r cruiters, etc.)., 4

Despite an inter within'generic schools forattending to "credibi,-

'ity" with extern/1 client'le -groups, programmatic integrity is difficult

to develop and maintain: First, because of the large number of administr,1-

tive areas to be represented: it is difficult to achieve a critical, vss

faculty in any single area, especially in the smaller schools (less than

full time faculty). Second, it is especially difficult to achieve and r--

tain a critical mass of faculty in public administration in the face of di'.:-

ferential student demand. I most publiseeeddcational institutions t-;(,

primary criterion for allocation of existing or new faculty positions

p,
student demand, as measured by student"full-ti ine cquivlents (FTE). 7-1

disadvantage'or public administration in a generic school'is that

the larger market, for business skills, the FTE advantage quite naturall, .

falls on the business side of the ledger. For oxamplp; thP current rdt

of business' to public administration students in' wneric schools

typically about 6 to 1. ,The resultant tension between- programmatic inte-

grity and student demand naturally creates internal tensions among faculty

14 0
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assigned to the various curricular foci and difficulties for maintain110,

the integrity, of various programmatic elements., especially public
%
admini-

stration. The resolution of these tensions has traditionally been to tree'
, .

detriment of public administration more than any other component of the

generic program,.18 *This is illustrated by the reported decline or diF.

ficultres of public administration programs 'at Cornell and Northwestern.''

5. Recruitment of students and placement of graduates, like other

aspects, are generic functions of the program and do not need to be dif-

ferentiated among client groups. This tenet' is called question 'when

wit n a generic'one considers the dominance of business-oriented stud&

school. Job market factors favor student recruitment into 'the business-
,

oriented components of the school. Therefore,, in order to maintain balance,

it night be necessaryto"specially recruit public-oriented students and/or
11,

to/limit the business-oriented sudents.

Although the issue of recruitment Is a serious one, the placement pro-
,

blems that a gette.c.iz school confronts may be more serious. All generi,r

school students are confronted,with the need'to explain their educational

preparation to prospective /employers: but the job-finding problems for

'public administration-oriented students,- are especially acute. Jan Orloff

and Michael Murray, both experienced administrators Neof public management

programs' in generic "schoA, have catalogued the relatively greater diffi-

culties of finding employment in the PS44p as compared to the private

seCtor.20 As Murray writes, "unlike business firms which blanket the camp-
.

us, few government agencies do on-campus recruiting.. The public administra=

tton graduate must 'seek out the employer.. Also,l-the contact of job candi-

dates is usually with the personnel officer, who has no individual authori'ly.

to hire. In most cases he in turn must relate to the lop political exeeuti,,,

z
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who makes dedision."21 NOt only does the external job search network

prove to be, more difficult for students seeking employment in the public

sector, but as Murray writes, "public sector students find them5elves ipso

facto in competition for status with their business student "counterparts.

Typically, pdblic adMInistration students are offered anywhere from $200n

'-to $5000 less for starting positions. The blow to the students' self-worth

can be devadf-ating. .22
0

These, eIperieces clearly suggest that without special attention to

the locus of-student placement, ,i,generic schodTs would 'place very few st.J.-

dents in the public service, but many students in business. This differen-

tiaris not the fault _of the generic schools; rh-her it is as we s/ggest

above, attrlFutableo to current recruitment and pay practices in the public

sector:4 Indeed, from, a broad economy-wide perspective, the differential

placement of students is not particularly serious Sint the labor market

allocates dufficient personnel to the business and government sector.

However, from the .perspectite of the generic school, the absence of key

placemepts in the public service has a continuing detrimental effect on the

ability of the school to maintain internal balance, espeNally within the

student body. Graduating students often Took to the job roles taken by

prior-grad rates as a cue for their own job search behavior. Similarly,/

4 entering. students look to these job roles as a cue to their selection of

the business or public sector concentration. The absence of public sector

role models, therefore, can seriously impair the future probability of

winfr

,both recruiting and pi:acing students in the pUblic sector.

6. The ambience or culture of the academic experience facilitates

equally preppration for public and private management. In theory;4pe impact

of the generic curriculum upon the career choices, values, or inclinations

A
.
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of the students who experience it should'be neutral. In fact, it may he

quite different, Lyman Porter, Derr Of the Graduate School of Administra-

tion at U.C. IrviTienas noted that most students who come to Irvine

"

"un-

decided about careers.eventUally turn to the private sec 2.5 Yale has

recently had an even more startling experience. The fit class recruitI

to. -Ns. new School of Organization and Management Jas equally divided

between public And private sector, students: However, only ten percent
mw

of the first ,Iraduating class was placed in the public sector.24

Among the reasons for'this phenomenon may be that the values of those

students who 'select generic schools are not representative of those ,rho

. are likely to enter the Ablic service. The are more likely, to emphas,il.r_

.,.economic over service values or, at best, in the case pf the "undecided's,"

to weight them equally. Thus, the generic school may simply attract a

quite different population of students than public administration schools,

anci the internal cliiiiate may not 1)6 signifi'cantly rifferent from of)---

schools teachinrsome type of management or administration.

However, internal dynaffics also appear to be at work. AmongIthese is

the tendency of the core faculty, which comprises about half the faculty

in most genericpvgrams, to have a substantial business bias. This bias

is often not overt or intentional, but it is real nevertheless. And, it.

is an ,outgrowth of three mutually reinforcing tendencies,: -(1) the largo

number of busines-s-oriented)tudents who demsand business relevance in core

clasises; (2) the large number of faculty, (e.g., economists, organiza=

tional behav-iorists, 'financial analysts, etc.) who, althou h teaching
o

a generic school, received their doctoral education nd /or spent their

early academic careers in predominantly business-o iented programs; and

(3), an inadequateresearch base about .public orga izations :that often
,

a7

't
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requires faculty to draw upon material forteachingthat is focused
0 .

dOminantly'on business organizations.

Another aspect of the ambience within a generic school is more subtle,.

it involve's the per on of the curriculum by the st4dents themselves',

Many students perceive the curriculdm in terms° oftheir interests, which

are defined along traditional lines, i.e., business or ,government. For

these students, the ge'neric.concept is not partisularly meahingful. They

simply filter the curriculum through their perceptions and interests, both

in the common core, and in thee advanced curriculum. A related aspect Df

these perceptions is the antipathy of busineS's-oriented students for the

public se tor. For these students, value differences between the public

and private sectors are not easily tolerated. And this'is frequently re-

flected in the4r day-to-day interapp,ions with their peers who are interest-
-

ed in the public sector. Thus', as Murray and others conclude, public sector

students suffer from the "second class citizen syndrome" in generce'

schools.25

,7. The integrating commonalities of the generic ideal are sufficient

to overcometraditional differentiating forces withtathe university envi-

ronment. Personal commitment or socialization to fhegeneric.ideal, eam-

teaching in the core courses; and "integration" courses (e.g., workshops

in problem, solving, business - government interface, comparative publiC-pri-

vate management) 'are the devices' the generic school advocates and uses to

integrate a diverse faCulty.

4 So long as the generic school is small, there is considerable rein-

forcement of integration efforts. However, as the school grows, several

forces favor differentiation and fractionation. The division of labor that

accompanies growth reduces the use of team-teaching and other integrative
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devices, thereby peTitting the fractionation of the faculty. F/urthqrmore,
i

> vi

growth allows the development of
.

"critical' masses" or clusters of f cult'Y

in specialized areas. While this clustering of faculty might be desi4lah16,,

it allows faculty-within the. clusters to focus more exclusively onitheir

4ii4cfgized interests, to the exclusion of common interests-with Mother
_ 4

colleagues.

the dominant differentiating force in the generic school, hoWever,

is the allegiance of the "core faculty" to their disciplines rather,than to

administration: These, disciplines usually_ include economic4 statistics,

operations research, sociology, 'and psychology. The discipline-oriented

faculty tend to be less interested in 'professional activity and distrust

f

their colleagues who show an.interest in the professional side of adminis-

tration. The,c_Orso tend to view, themselves as at the cutting edge )f

resech in their field (thotoh not in administration) hndview the faculty

in the institutional arenas of business and public 'administration as prac-

,titibnert, especially if their research happens to be'focused within their

arena. Finally, by virtue of their numbers within the school and their fit

with the discipline orientation of the whble university, the.'discipline-..

oriented faculty tend to set the standards for promotions and rewards

within the school. Ptibltcation in the top-,rated burliness or public adminis.-

tratio4 journalW may come to be viewed less highly than publication in the

Administrative Science Quarterly (run by socologists) or any 'of the purely

disc/plinary journals (e.g., Psychological Bulletin, American Sociological

Review, Aligcan Economic Review, Operations Research, etc.). Moreover,

publicatiOn in purely practitioner journals diminishes one's reputation as

a scholar in the eyes of the discipline-oriented faculty. The standards

applied to publication .iso are app lied, to other areas of faculty life.

1

rt 13
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such as conference attendance, professional activity, consulting, and

public service.

' , The net re ult is that faculty who are not aligned with the core dis-

ciplines face greater pressure in gaining acceptance by their colleagues

and in achieving promotion1nd advanGeme) nt within the school. They also

face the additional pressure of being the 'sole representatives of the

school to. th.e. practitioner and professional communities wliich are the

It .

school's clients. In order to cope with these multiple demands, they must

specialize and focus their activity even more, thus enlarging` the gulf

betwQen the core faculty and the arena-specific faculties.

8. Generic schools are efficient vetNles for education in public
. .

.
.

,

and private eanagement. The idea is that instead of hav/ing to duplicate

department administratorsc,: support s.taff and facilities in independent
. .

business and public schools, central academic administrators are able to

achieve ecoilopies Sf scale and reduce the resource expenditure inthe core

areas, reduce the time he/she' would (otherwise spend with independent-

department 'administrators,' and have the additional benefit of being on

stheforefront of innovative ma,nAgement education.

'A problem with this tenet of the model, however, is that it. ignores

possible underutilization of subsets of faculty-ithin the generic aggre-
/

gate. For example,' the student orientation and ambience prqblems we disc
, .

4 /
cussed earlier suggeTthat PA faculty within generic schools will't7nd to,,,,

.

be-underutilized because'student-faculty ratios for them will be less than

for colleagues inside the school (or for colleagues located in PA programs

outside the school).

Generic schools also. tend to encounter facultyallocation' inefficien-

cies not experienced ai single Sector schools. The larger 'the number of
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core areas, institutional arenas and concentrations, the greater the diffi-.

culty ofachieving a critical mass of faulty in any of them and the greater

the difficulty of dividing up ,future; faculty resources. It Kas been or
* .

experience that,the generic school results in a proliferation rather than

a concentration of faculty disciplines and specialities because of a sir,-

ple political fact--(t is far easier to agree ,yrn adding some new sPeciali-
,

ty to the faculty, which. benefits, no particular existing faculty group ex-.

illicitly, than to ..add strength in an existing discipline or speciali'v.

where there is obvious benefit to one faculty:cluster and not to others.

It is simply eaSiet
r 4 '

get agreement .on priorities for faculty reti-uitment

in which no one gains than it is to get agreement for pridrities for.,whicn

some individuals lain more than others.
,0

,

. 4 1.

This fractionation creates another .problem in .universities where re-

:

search is important. The.problem,is, brat there is a serious conflict be-
,

tween the critical mass required for teaching and that required for exce;-
,

lence in research. Whereas teaching demands.andthe politics of recruit-

ment- priority- setting combine to fractionate and priiliferate the faculty,

excellence in research requires the cbncentration of faculty. in. a few

speciality areas ('where the school will seek to achieve..distinction) and
4

the use of lecturers to meet some teaching needs. Yet, the very structuro.

of the generic school works against obtaining agreement on the research

concentrations and therefore on a faculty recruitment policy whch,would

strq-ngthen the concentrations. The result is that not a single generic

. 41f,

school has achie-ved a national reputation for excellence in research dif-

ferent from any traditional business or public administration school.
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1.
CONCLUSION

Through our assessmenI of eight tenets underlying the generic approach

to administrative education, we have presented a picture of the, difficulties-:,..
. ----....,a,

confronting education for, public service in such contexts. Our critical

assessment in no way rklects upon-the overall quality of ation offereH 41k,

-...- .

by generic schools. -We believe; that they are generall %sup:prior to many

exclusively PA programs in certain regards. For example, generic schools

clearly offer,greater technical and quantitative preparation, direct inter-

action of business and public sector faculty and students, and confronta-

tion of %/4aes. Butp, generftr- schools will continue to struggle to attract,

develop and place even small Nobers, of public managers whose technical

and normative preparations for pubqic service are equally strong.

We also' believe that the success of the generic approach depends noon

strategies and resources for dealing with the problems we haIke discuss'd

in this paper. As_ a prelude to developing such strategies, however, it

will be necessary for university and academic, administrators to formulat,p

4$

..,
more realistic phiiosohpical- and operational underpinni gs for such pro- ,

. \

grams. For nstance, our arguments above suggest 'tha generic school

should be viewed as different, but not more efficientt ways for organizin,I

resources fOr ptiblic and private administrative eduCation.*:Generic schools

1

,
,

also need to better design "H.-curricula-to deal with the'differencesas
. dy.

well as the similarities in the institutional sectors, especially with

regard to core knowledge and-techniques. Finally, generic schools need to

reconsider how actual rather than ideal patterns of managerial mobility

across the sectors should be related, if at all, to the curriculum design.

Far example, current and future limitations on job mobility across sectors

22

11.

ft,
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4
Might lead to structuring. relatively more, courses around the institution -1

hectors rather than the core areas (e.g., business and public finance ra-

4 ther than "finance"). 'These types of changes in basic assumptions will
.4 414

faci/litate "implerrigtation of the. generi c approach.,.. ..
Many explicit changes could, of course, also be derived from our Ur-

merits about problems of implementing the generic approach. A,prerequisitt.

to these chriges is to select faculty and .administrators who have th'e broad'

perspect-ive that is necessary for successfully.implementing the-generic con-

cept. This is an important step for.' ssuring a climate in which preparatinq

for entry into public:administration is a viable'student chbice. A a means

for'assuring the programmatic integrity of public administrat on and oth.-p

concentrza,tictos, a generic school could develop a Charter that .enunciates,

clearly minimum and expected staffing levels in PA and other areas. Such

charter would also serve to prevent the proliferation of faculty specializa-
.

tiorts. .Student recruitment and selection should attempt 'to achieve .3

\-)
balance of students interested in the various institutional areas.

balance among the interests of students drawn to tht program must be rein-

forced by a curriculum and organizatiOnal climate conducive to 'a student's,

development and an awareness of his/her values. 'Generic sthools need to

sgive special attention to the ,placement of tudents into ,government organl-/
-..,

zations. It is especially important that public sector role models (e.g.,
1,

1

the Presidential Management Intern Prqgram) be provided for students Who. are
te
leaning towardor undecided about entering the public sector. InstruEtional

Ilk resources, for teaching aidS and faculty assistance, must be macie available

to guarantee that the "common" curriculum is truly generic. Finally, facul-
..

ty evaluation criteria must be broad enough to acCommo8ate fairly the con-

tributions of :both disciplinz-oriented and professionally-oriented faculty.
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FOOTNOTES

*Authorship i s alphabetical to d n e equal contribution. We Vtefurly

acknowledge the-. helpful commpt f Garth Jones, Charley Levine, Lyman

Porter, and Judy Ro§Qner.
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1. See: James D. Thompson, "Editorial", Administrative 6cience Quarterly,

1:1 (June, 1956), 1-2.

. This particluar forAlation 'of the generic model' is our own. However,

it is based upons'tatementsl'in the r following classic articles dealing

with education for administration: Edward H. Litchfield, "Notes'on

general theory of administration," Administrative Science Quarterly,

1:1 (June, 1956), 3-29; Ivan'Hinderaker, "The study of administratior%

interdiSciplinary dimensions", Western Poli.tical Quarterly, 16:3

(September, 1963), 5-12. To some extent, several of theSe ideas can

even be traced back to theclassic essay by Woodrow Wilson, "The Stud"'

of Administration," Political Science Quarterly, 42 (June, 1887),

197-220.

3. Thompson, op. cit., used this phrase 'fo characterize the philosophy

behind the ASQ.

S

4. For.eXample, Fritschler and Mackelprang identified 13 programs -M which

public affairs/administration was combined with business out of a tot,,

Of 156 public-affairs/administration programs: Our own examinatiion

of their data identified 22 such combined ,programs,' ar 14 percent of

\hytot,a1.) In addition, they indicate that growth in the number of

combined programs has declined since the early seventies. See Table I
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in A. Lee Pritschlqr and A. J. Mackelprang, 1973 Directory,Programs IN //

'Public Affairs and Administration. Washington, National AssO-

ciation of Schools of Public Affairs'and Administration, 1978, p.iv.
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Fortune; January 29,.1979 (Michael Dlumerithal);* "A Politician Turned

Executive," Fortune, SepteMber 10, 1979 (Donald Rumsfeld); end A. J. '

CerVantes, "Aem6irs of A Businessman - M'ayor," Business"Week,December '

8, 1973. .

6.* For a thorough review of this literature 'see Hal G. Rainey, Robert W.

Backoff, and Charles H. LeIOne, "Comparing Public and Private Organiza-

tions," Public,AdmiTiistration Review, 36 (March/April 1976), 233-244.

7. For example, Wallace Sayre; and, more recently,. Graham Allison: he

Graham W. Allison, "Public and Private Management: Are They Fundamen-

tally Alike in All-Unimportant Respects?" In Proceedings of the

Public'Management Research Conference. Washington, D:C.: U.S. Office

of Personnel Management, 1980, pf). .27-38.

8. Ibid, p. 33.

:?.;

9. Fremont James Lyden, "Usingl,,Parson's Functional Analysis in the Study

of Public Organizations," Administrative *Science quarterly, 20 (Mdr(fr

1975), 59 -70.
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10. Henry Mintzberg, "An Emerging Strati( of "Direct" Research, Admini-

strative Scivce.Quarterly, 24 (December 1979), 582-589 at p.588.

11. Rainey, .Bachoff and Levine,,,p. cit.
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12. Graduate School 4of Busjness, The MBA Experience.

Stanford- University, undated,.

11. Litchfield, op. cit., p.8.

°alo Alto, CA:

I'
'14. The President's Reorganization Project (1977). Perspnnel Manaement

Project, Volumes 1-3. Washington, D.C.: Office of Management and Bud-
.

get, Executivl Office of the President.

15. TisQroup that we ark considering hare is roughly equivalent in size/
. ,

tosthe Senior Executive Service.
/.

16. Derek C. Bok', The4resident's"Report, 1973-74. Cambridge, MA:-Office

of the GoVerning Boards, Harvard University. Bok's subsequent report 4/

is an interesting reaffirmation of the distirictnesIs of business admini-

stration. Derek C. .Bok, The President's Report, 197J-78. Cam-
.

bridge, MA: Office of the - Pyesident, Harvard University, 1979.

17. See Note 2 above.

18. Teaching demand easily helps to sustain the comon core faculty since

,')
"mass fa so long as growth occurs in the scnoo) as a_vhole. Mbre-

over,. n the face of a limited public sector market, they are likely

to push for increased growth in the business sector because this en- .

hances their own chances for growth. The net effect'of an enlarged

core'faculty alou with growth in the business faculty, is'to diminish

they serve both business and publi.c sector students. Although some

0

core speOialities might be below critical mass-at any single point in

time, they are reasonably assured of attaining and retoining critic,!1

thexelative r.ole of the public sector faculty in school decision

maicing.
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20., Michael A. Murray: "Str,4tegies'for placing public administration

graduates", Public Administration 'eview, 35:6, (November-December,

1975), 629-635. Jan Orloff, "Pubic management program graduates;
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22. Ibid, p. 630:
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Donald M. Robbins, Region.al Recruitment Manager, 1,1.S. CTvil Service
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